LIFESTYLES

True Reflections

By Laura Jackson

If home is where the heart is, then it’s easy to understand why
creating the perfect interior home design is so important — and
sometimes difficult to navigate without the benefit of experience.
Vicky Serany, owner of Southern Studio Interior Design, explains
some of the key elements necessary to transform an original vision
into a livable reality.
It’s Personal
“Although any interior designer can create beautiful rooms to gaze
upon all day long, if they don’t fit your clients’ needs, or reflect how
they actually live in their home, they have no value,” said Serany. She
explains how crucial it is for a designer to get to know and understand
their clients’ lifestyles.
Southern Studio recently designed a stunning home with a personality
as big as Texas. In fact, this Texas-inspired Raleigh treasure represents
an exquisite execution of the homeowner’s dream of developing the
ideal blend of Texas farmhouse meets sophisticated, yet casual elegance.
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A top priority for this project was the kitchen. It needed to be open,
inviting and the perfect gathering spot for family. Just for starters,
there’s floor to ceiling custom cabinetry, elegantly functional built-ins
in the breakfast nook and a wonderfully whimsical barn door used as
the entry to the pantry.
The Power of Execution
It’s often been said that the grandest of ideas are absolutely worthless
if they are never actually executed. Often an interior designer’s greatest
and most challenging role is that of the ultimate problem solver. An
experienced designer’s connections to other professionals, knowledge of
the marketplace and understanding of the best products available offer
an invaluable link to success.
“Listening to our clients’ original goals is so important at the
beginning and throughout the entire project,” explains Serany.
“Keeping with the project’s original focus makes all the difference in
the final outcome.”

To accomplish the warm and welcoming atmosphere their client
desired, Southern Studio knew exactly what textures and finishes
were needed. Keeping with the theme of a sophisticated farmhouse,
throughout the home you find beautiful custom stained oak floors,
natural stone, rustic distressed wood, natural fiber rugs and gorgeous
fabrics featuring delicately embroidered details. Serany describes many
of the interior furnishings as “traditional with just the right dose of
whimsy.”
All in the Details
Pulling all the pieces together to fit into a cohesive design package
means paying attention to everything from the very first brick placement
to the last accessory on the mantle. Of course, designers don’t always
have the luxury of being brought into new construction, but the idea is
that the difference is found in the subtle details.
Where warm, neutral colors add to the light and hospitable
atmosphere, strategically placed splashes of colors strengthen the

sophisticated farmhouse appeal. Comfortable, yet chic deep in the heart
of Texas-style benches in the dining room and breakfast nook enhance
the casually elegant feel.
Finding Your Balance
Serany recognizes that knowing when to splurge and when to cut
back is vital to the end result. Understanding this balance means
being able to focus on an extra special design element for a room while
sometimes finding other areas to refurbish in exchange.
Summing up her philosophy, Serany believes, “Timeless design is
reflected in a collection of treasures from a life well-lived.”v

Southern Studio Interior Design, LLC has earned a reputation as an
award-winning interior design firm specializing in residential design,
new construction and commercial offices. For more information,
www.southernstudio.com or 919-362-5143.
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